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First, A Brief Survey
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2011 Forecasts versus 2013 Outcomes

• It is apparent the Fed is challenged in forecasting the future environment.

Sources: Federal Reserve, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Real GDP Unemployment Inflation First Rate Hike?

June 2011 FOMC 3.5 - 4.2% 7.0-7.5% 1.5-2.0% Possibly mid-2013

2013 Outcome 1.9% 6.7% 1.5% None yet!
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Is the Fed’s “too easy” policy a risk?

• The Fed has a history of policy mistakes after periods of accommodative policy.

• Measures that are hard to assess (i.e. NAIRU) can be especially prone to error.

• We believe the certain parts of the yield curve could experience higher volatility, depending on
how events play out.
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Easy money policy and its side effects

• 1970’s oil shock: the Fed relied on a
flawed forecast of long term
unemployment.

• 1994 rate hikes: collapse in bond prices
and stock market losses.

• Housing bubble of 2000s: easy policy by
Greenspan criticized as fueling housing
bubble.

Using Case-Shiller National index prices at “fair value” to incomes and rent.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Case-Shiller, Census Bureau.

Source: Bloomberg
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A review of the post-crisis Fed stance

Source: Political Outcast
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Gauging the future rate path

• The Fed has expressed a commitment to keeping rates low even after unemployment returns
to mandate levels.

• Optimal control policy – how much of an influence on the FOMC?

• Financial market vulnerabilities – will monetary policy play a role?
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Is the Fed overestimating the NAIRU?

• The Fed believes the NAIRU (Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment) resides in the
mid 5% range.

• The NAIRU is hard to predict and influenced by broader changes to the economy.

• A miscalculation of the NAIRU (mid 6%s?) could add inflationary pressures to the system faster
than the Fed anticipates.
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Potential outcomes

• Scenario #1: the Fed is correct with better insight than the markets and transitioning to higher
rates is reasonably smooth (low probability).

• Scenario #2: the Fed is wrong or misleading but they recognize it and react like 1994 (split
probability with #3).

• Scenario #3: the Fed is wrong but doesn’t realize it like the ‘70’s and reacts similarly
aggressively (split probability with #2).

• Scenario #4: the economy does not reach escape velocity and rates go back down (low
probability).
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Where could 10-year Treasury go from here?

Sources: Bloomberg, Federal Reserve projections released 3/19/14. http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/fomcprojtabl20140319.pdf

Inflation = Longer run PCE inflation central tendency target; Real GDP = The midpoint of longer run central tendency target; Change in Real GDP (longer run) =
The rates of growth, unemployment, and inflation to which a policymaker expects the economy to converge over time — maybe in five or six years — in the absence
of further shocks and under appropriate monetary policy. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

1.63%

3.03%

5.65% (est.)

Term
premium

Inflation
(Fed est.)

Real GDP
(Fed est.)
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Summary

• The Fed has the tools to predict but their interpretation and communication can be flawed.

• We believe the Fed’s ability to maintain “easy” policy is highly dependent on low inflation NOT
their ability to forecast.

• If history is to repeat itself, the Fed may find itself acting more aggressively than expected.
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This material is provided for limited purposes.  It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the
purchase or sale of any financial instrument, or any Putnam product or strategy. References to
specific asset classes and financial markets are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to
be, and should not be interpreted as, recommendations or investment advice. The opinions
expressed in this article represent the current, good faith views of the speaker at the time of
publication.  The views are provided for informational purposes only and are subject to change. This
material does not take into account any investor's particular investment objectives, strategies, tax
status or investment horizon.  The views and strategies described herein may not be suitable for all
investors.  Investors should consult a financial advisor for advice suited to their individual financial
needs. Putnam Investments cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any statements or
data contained in the article.  Predictions, opinions, and other information contained in this article are
subject to change.  Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. As with any investment
there is a potential for profit as well as the possibility of loss.  This presentation or any portion hereof
may not be reprinted, sold, or redistributed in whole or in part without the express written consent of
Putnam Investments.  The information provided relates to Putnam Investments and its affiliates,
which include The Putnam Advisory Company, LLC and Putnam Investments Limited®.
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Discussion Topics

 What are the drivers of expected returns in a post-QE world?

 How do investors seek risk adjusted returns throughout the capital
structure in 2014 and beyond?

 Are there implications of transitioning from benchmark thinking to go
anywhere investing?

 How does a portfolio manager navigate through this new landscape?
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Investing Across the Capital Structure

Investments Across The Capital Structure

US Investment
Grade Credit

US and
European
Leveraged

Loans

US and
European
High Yield

Bonds

Agency
Mortgage-

Backed
Securities

Non-USD
OECD

Sovereign
Bonds

Emerging
Markets

Sovereign
Bonds

Emerging
Markets

Corporate
Bonds

Private
Equity Fund

of Funds
Credit

Strategies

Structured
Capital –

Direct Lending
Fund

Sovereign/GSE ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Senior Secured ▲ ▲ ▲

Senior
Unsecured ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
Mezzanine &
Subordinated ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Equity ▲

For Discussion purposes only. There can be no assurance that these products will come to market.
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Latest Global CPI Data

Global Inflation Creates Additional Return Enhancement Opportunities

Developed Markets
Emerging Markets

Global Inflation = 3.8
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Source: J.P. Morgan, March 2014
We are not soliciting or recommending any action based on this material.

Global Credit Markets
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Central Case
(71%)

High Growth/
Inflation

(15%)

Recession/
Deflation

(14%)

 Past 12 Months

 Now

14% 14% 15%

10%

Fixed Income Scenario Probabilities – Next 12 Months

Scenario Description

 Recession / Deflation:
Growth recession; sovereign debt crisis; fiscal deficits widen;
monetization of debt; deflation

 Central Case:
Low growth; low productivity; move to consumer economy in
EMs; fiscal deficits stay high

 High Growth / Inflation:
Fast growth; credit and consumer boom; new debt deflation;
high yields and inflation

Scenario

Variables

Scenario Probabilities

US GDP
Growth Inflation USD

Basket

Avg.
Scenario

Probability

USD Inv.
Grade

Securitized
Products

Leveraged
Finance EMD Non-

USD IG

Recession;
Deflation

<1 % < 1%
Breaks

5% band
on the downside

14% 20% 15% 15% 10% 10%

Central Case 1-3% 1-3%
Maintains

-5-0%
band

71% 70% 75% 60% 80% 70%

High Growth;
Inflation

> 3% >3%
Breaks

5-10% band
on the upside

15% 10% 10% 25% 10% 20%

◄► MoM
Source: PineBridge FIAAT team as of March 19, 2014.

▼ 1%

Increase

Decrease

Unchanged

MARCH 2014

▲ 1%
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PineBridge US Rates and Inflation View

Central Case: 65% (-5)

• The 10yr Tsy yield remains
range-bound (2.75%-3.25%) and
end 2014 at 3.25%.

• US growth remains in a 1%-3%
range in 2014.

• US core CPI inflation rises
modestly to 2.0% by year-end.

• The Fed ends “tapering” by
year-end but continues to
remain dovish on rate hike.

Bull Case: 15% (+5)
• 10yr Tsy yield jumps over 3.50%.
• US growth surprises on the

upside (over 3%) on corporate
spending, construction activity
and less drag from fiscal
tightening.

• US  core CPI rises above 2.5% .
• Fed ends QE3 by summer and

rate hike expectation is pulled
forward.

Bear Case: 20%
• 10yr Tsy yield drops below 2.50%.
• US Economic growth falters

(below 1%) and disinflation trend
takes hold with US CPI dropping
below 1%.

• “Systemic risk” fears rise from
credit issues in China and EM and
escalation of geo-political risk
from Russia/Ukraine.

• Fed halts tapering.

Considerations What’s priced in?
Trades/Positioning

 Changed position to modestly short duration in
gov’t portfolios. Continue to focus more on curve
opportunities.

 Favor curve steepener for the 3/5  part of the
curve on expectation of increased volatility and
10/30 flattener given historically steep curve.

 Continue to capture attractive roll-down in
2017-2018 and 2020-2022 part of the curve.

 Maintain tilt-to-yield with some exposure to
shorter-dated callable agencies.

 Favor 2-7yr TIPS  for unexpected pick up in
inflation 2015 and beyond.

 Continued tapering largely priced in given historically steep curve.
 Early rate hike is not priced in. Fed funds forward curve still

showing  first hike in second half of 2015.
 TIPS breakeven at long-term average; outsized inflation or deflation

is not priced in.

• Is market ignoring recent increase in tail risk?
• Is a volatility spike episode (similar to May-

June 2013) around the corner?
• Will another bout of EM volatility and financial

market disruption derail Fed’s tapering plan?

Treasury Market Volatility (MOVE Index)

Source: Bloomberg; as of  10 Mar 2014.

Market Movers Significance

US Growth and CPI Currently the market is not expecting rate hike until 3Q15. Two quarters of 2.5%
or higher growth coupled with over 2% inflation, could pull forward rate hike
expectations, significantly impacting the front end of the curve.

Fed Policy/QE Belly of the curve is vulnerable to a premature end of “tapering” and/or rate
hike.

China, EM  and
geo-politics

Rise in EM volatility and further escalation of  Russia/Ukraine crises could lead
to “safe haven” buying of Treasuries.
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MARCH 2014
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USD Investment Grade Credit

Central Case: 70% Bull Case: 10% Bear Case: 20%

 Spread: T+100.
 Excess Returns (+150-200bps).
 Total Returns (1.5% to 2.5%).
 Economic growth continues at

slow yet steady pace.
 Fundamentals continue to be

strong despite increased risk
of M&A and other shareholder-
friendly activity.
 Healthy inflows continue.

 Spread: T+ 80.
 Excess Returns (+300-350bps).
 Total Returns (0.0% to 1%).
 Growth trajectory improves

markedly.
 Fed signals rate hike.
 After initial weakness, credit

spreads rebound strongly
reflecting confidence in the
economy.

 Spread: T +200.
 Excess Returns (-450 to -500bps).
 Total Returns (0.5% to 1.5%).
 Economy weakens

and fears of recession increase.
 Credit weakens but adequate

liquidity remains to avert full
blown crisis.

Trades/Positioning

 Remain overweight the banking sector.

 We selectively participated in the primary market
and continued to seek value in off-the-run issues.

 Kept duration neutral to slightly long the
benchmark given our view that rates are likely to
remain volatile until market participants have
more certainty with regard to the strength of
economic growth.

Recommendation:  HOLD

Considerations What’s Priced In?

• What impact will economic readings have
on the Fed actions and broader markets?

• What are the chances for a policy error on
the part of the Fed?

• How much does EM weigh on DM?

 Barclays Credit Index ended January 8bp tighter at 106bp,
outperforming duration-matched Treasuries by 69bp.
 Media-cable, sovereigns and metals were amongst the top

performers while supermarkets underperformed.
 Market expects no change in Fed funds rate until late 2015

FVT Outlook/ Trend

Fundamentals Management teams continue to show a willingness to increase leverage targets
in order to fund growth strategies and return capital to shareholders.

Valuation The OAS of the Barclays credit index  remains near its tightest level since July
2007.  Financials continue to look attractive vs. industrials.   The average
concession on new issues declined 7bp from +10bp to +3bp.

Technicals Demand for IG credit remains strong given the dearth of high quality assets.

MARCH 2014

Credit Spreads and Volatility After Fed Liquidity Withdrawal

Source: Barclays Research as of 18 March 2014.
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USD Securitized Products

Central Case: 75% Bull Case: 10%  (economy up) Bear Case 15%  (economy down)

 Excess Returns (-0.6% - -1.0%)
 Total Returns (-2.0% -2.5%)
 Higher rates slows prepays
 Housing moderates
 Measured pace of MBS taper

 Excess Returns (-0.6% -1.0%)
 Total Returns (-4.0% -4.5%).
 Prepays stay lower
 Real estate churns higher
 Reduced tail risk in sectors
 Credit performs well but other

sectors compete

 Excess Returns (0.75% - 1.0%)
 Total Returns (4.0% - 4.5%)
 Agency MBS tightens greatly
 Rates reset lower, another round

of mortgage refinancing
 Fed would start another round of

MBS buying

Trades/Positioning

 Added 15yr mortgage paper

 Adding more Ginnie Mae paper

 Higher coupons still outperforming

 Fannie Mae risk sharing deal performing well

Recommendation:  HOLD

 Could be later rather than sooner for MBS
spreads to widen

 Interest rate volatility is the gauge to watch

Considerations What’s Priced In?

 MBS:  Economic data no t changing taper
 MBS:  Spread widening slower than expected
 MBS:  Wind down of GSE bills proposed
 MBS:  Interest rate Vol lower..  (again)
 CMBS:  Yield grab is on

 MBS:  Taper guidance is clear… but not realized in spreads
 MBS:  Speeds continue to slow down, lower housing turnover
 Non-agency RMBS:  Housing recovery still positive, but will be slower
 CMBS:  Spreads nearing all time tights

Source: JP Morgan, Fed MBS Purchase Report  14 March 2014.

FVT Outlook/ Trend

Fundamentals Prepays are still dropping and interest rate volatility is low

Valuation Spreads a little wider than last month, but pace is slow

Technicals
The Fed is exiting the space but its pace is matched by the drop in
volumes of new mortgages being originated which is keeping
spreads from gapping wider

Last Four Weeks MBS Issuance versus Fed Buying

MARCH 2014
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Emerging Markets Sovereigns

Central Case: 80%
(muddle through growth)

Bull Case: 10%
(strong growth)

Bear Case: 10%
(recession + no Fed response)

 Excess Returns (+800bps)
 Total Returns (+4.0%)
 Fundamentals continue to

muddle through despite
weakness  in developed
markets

 Inflows to the asset class
resume as institutional
investors remain underweight

 Excess Returns (+530 bps)
 Total Returns (+2.4%)
 The growth trajectory in developed

markets improve markedly
 Risk of Fed hikes increases
 EM suffers from steeper yield curves

but spreads will most likely tighten
through HY outperformance

 Excess Returns (-540bps)
 Total Returns (1.7%)
 Soft global economy and fears of China

hard landing. Commodities drop hurting
agribusiness and energy.

 Receive rates particularly in investment
grade countries as QE will return

 High beta credit suffers (Arg, Vene,
Ukraine, and “specials”)

Trades/Positioning

 External debt (56%), Local (7%), Corporate
(37%).

 The fund has been allocating more to EM
corporate debt in order to mitigate the
current volatility in EM bonds. EM corporate
debt offers stable yields with very low
volatility.

 Broadly lowering  exposure to high yield
countries such as Ukraine, Venezuela and
Argentina.

 We are overweight  Brazil, Russia, Turkey and
Indonesia (mainly through exposure to
corporate debt) whilst being underweight
Ukraine, Panama, Lebanon, Serbia, Romania
and Sri Lanka.

Recommendation:  HOLD

Considerations What’s Priced In?

 Is China’s current economic slowdown
temporary or something to worry about?
 Will EM growth recover in 2014?

 The political standoff between Russia and Ukraine could be close
its peak but the economic implications remain uncertain.
 Weak Q1 GDP growth in the US has confined UST to a narrow

range.

EMBI Global Diversified Index Spread vs. UST

FVT Outlook/ Trend

Fundamentals Disappointing growth data out of China in the first two months of the year coincided with
the Lunar New Year period and may not reflect true, underlying growth. However, financial
markets are concerned and will be looking for a reaction from the central bank (PBOC). The
standoff between Ukraine and Russia will likely have a negative impact on Russia’s
economic growth and as Brazil has been hit by drought, three of the major EM economies
have been hit adversely on the growth outlook already for 2014.

Valuation EM hard currency investment grade bonds have outperformed this year while high yield
countries such as Argentina, Venezuela and Ukraine have had more of a mixed
performance and are seeing increased volatility on the back of political uncertainty and
social unrest. EM FX recovered well in February but is yet to show signs of a trend reversal
from the weakness in 2013.

Technicals After heavy issuance in January primary issuance has slowed down remarkably, providing
some technical support to the hard currency market. EM outflows are dissipating but, so far,
the stability is centered around hard currency funds.

Source: Bloomberg as of 18 March 2014

MARCH 2014
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Emerging Markets Corporates

Central Case: 80%  (unch)
(muddle through growth)

Bull Case: 10% (unch)
(strong growth)

Bear Case: 10%  (unch)
(double-dip)

 Spreads T+300bps
 Excess Returns (+600bps)
 Total Returns (+4.6%)
 Corporate fundamentals

continue to be solid/robust
 Institutional inflows continue into

the asset class
 Leverage: HY <3x, IG<1.5x
 HY defaults around 2.0%

 Spreads T+260bps
 Excess Returns (+980 bps)
 Total Returns (+4.2%)
 Better-than-expected EM growth
 Fundamentals improve sharply
 Inflows accelerate
 HY materially outperforms IG
 HY defaults <1.5%

 Spreads T+420bps
 Excess Returns (-360bps)
 Total Returns (+3.5%)
 Lower for longer interest rates
 Weakness in commodity prices, incl. oil
 Outflows accelerate from EM but more

benign in corps through institutional
support

 HY defaults >3%

Trades/Positioning

 Overweight HY vs IG but reducing

 Overweight BBB vs A/AA

 Overweight BB vs B

 Neutral to slightly overweight duration (prefer
22s/23s)

 Overweight Latam vs Asia (RV)

 Maintain core overweight in Russia
(fundamentals/limited supply) and Brazil (RV)

 Overweight Mexico and Peru (fundamentals)

 Small underweight / cautious Ukraine and
Turkey plus India (will close u/w on new supply)

Recommendation:  HOLD

Considerations What’s Priced In?

 Russia in the headlines – damage contained
to Russia/Ukraine thus far
 EM relative value less in focus given the

geopolitical turmoil
 Extent of int’l sanctions yet to be seen

 US 10-year yields in a range 2.60-3.00%
 Assumption that retail outflows will be maintained
 No material improvement in fundamentals
 All-out war in Crimea not priced in

Russia in the spotlight

MARCH 2014

FVT Outlook/ Trend

Fundamentals EM corporate fundamentals are back on an improving trajectory and remain in better shape
than many developed market peers with the exception of a few idiosyncratic cases. Issuers
generally maintaining conservative balance sheets and defaults expected to remain benign
/lower than historical averages.

Valuation Despite the turmoil in Crimea, EM corporate spreads continue to be relatively stable with the
Cembi Broad trading a spread range of 320-350bps YTD. Both IG and HY spreads remain
material wide of historic tights and vs DM comparables and continue to attract new allocations
to our asset class. We maintain our view that near term, technicals (new supply /inflows/
outflows) will continue to be the key driver of spread performance.

Technicals The absolute level of supply is very much driven by the demand for the asset class as opposed
to core corporate and bank refinancing requirements.  Our expectation is for another strong
year of issuance but balanced /driven by institutional demand for higher yielding fixed income
instruments. January saw a solid $40bn of primary deals but the recent volatility has curtailed
the amount in February to a mere $6bn (déjà vu with 2013).

Source: JP Morgan  10 February 2014.
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CAD
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NZD
JPY

SGD
MYR
MXN
GBP
EUR
DKK
PLN
SEK
NOK
CHF

Non-USD Investment Grade

Central Case: 70% Bull Case: 20% Bear Case 10%

 Excess Returns (+3.5% XS vs UST)
 Terms of trade appreciation in

commodity / EM FX coupled
with orderly/mild rise in global bond
yields.
 International asset flows more

supportive from both Japan, (FX
hedge less compelling) and the US,
(renewed offshore diversification).

 Excess Returns (+5% XS vs UST)
 Terms of trade appreciation in

Commodity / EM FX drives returns
although partially  offset by strongly
rising bond yields, (Bund to 2%)
 Yield curves flatten more than

forward rates discount.
 Central Banks back in play in

expectation of rising  inflation
expectations

 Excess Returns (+ 1.5% XS vs UST)
 Positive returns from Int’l fixed

income, (flight-to-quality) coupled
with positive FX from JPY, USD & CHF
exposure.
 Government bond composition of

sleeve affords relative protection to
wider credit spreads.

Trades/Positioning

 Reduce commodity exposure basket via
CAD rotation into EUR.

 Focus commodity FX exposure in NZD as
focus for tighter monetary policy.

 Increase Eurozone peripheral sovereign
allocation via Spain.

 Market pricing of UK tightening closer to
PB forecast, continue to reduce exposure.

Recommendation:  Position underweight
in aggregate with EMFX, awaiting
valuation opportunity in the latter, remain
underweight G3

Considerations What’s Priced In?

 US fundamentals post “ice drag” to surprise ?
 Eurozone deflationary risk easing policy

pressure ?
 Japanese consumption tax hike fully in view.

 US/Europe 10-yr spread broken prior resistance at 110 bps
 NZ policy tightening aggresively priced into year end, UK

moving in similar direction

Current Allocation vs. Benchmark

FVT Outlook/ Trend

Fundamentals (1) Eurozone growth convergence continues upside surprise , dampening need for policy
response Japan enters key period with approach of consumption tax.

Valuation (3) With interest rate differentials minor expected/forecast moves become key reflected in the
performance of both UK Sterling and the New Zealand dollar. Purchasing parity type
measures favour the dollar significantly.

Technicals (2) EUR broken upside of 1.38 range, official rhetoric in place to contain upside. Investor
positioning overweight USD, GBP & underweight NOK, CAD.

MARCH 2014

Source: Barclays Point as of 28 February 2014.
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Leveraged Finance

Central Case: 60% Bull Case: 25% Bear Case 15%

 “New Normal”/Muddle Through
 350 HY OAS
 10Y UST 3.25%
 HY & LL default rate 2%
 Fundamentals neutral/positive
 NTM HY Total Return 4.5% (+/-

2%)
 NTM LL Total Return 4% (+/- 1%)

 Strong Growth/Inflation >=2%
 300 HY OAS
 10Y UST  3.75%
 HY & LL default rate < 2%
 NTM HY Total Return 6.4% (+/-

2%)
 NTM LL Total Return 5% (+/-

1%)

 US GDP 0%,recession in Europe,
EM weakness
 600 HY OAS
 spread
 10Y UST 2.25%
 HY default rate 4%+, LL default

rate 4% area
 NTM HY Total Return -5.3% (+/-

3%)
 NTM LL Total Return 0% (+/- 2%)

Considerations - 2014 What’s Priced In?

1. EM Volatility
2. Treasury Volatility
3. Relative Global Growth Rates
4. Are higher global energy prices positive for US (the

shale advantage)?

 HY currently priced for 0.0-2.5% default rate v. 2.0%
actual, implying fair value spread T+450-350 bps v.
381 bps actual
 Loans  remain relatively cheaper v. 2.0% default rate

MARCH 2014

FVT Outlook/ Trend

Fundamentals Neutral /Neutral
Universe fundamentals in good shape.  Leverage near historic norms.  Earnings Season solid
with some top line weakness in Consumer sectors and muted outlook in Basic Materials.

Valuation Neutral/Neutral
Valuations are fair relative to history and default expectations.  Benign default environment,
steady fundamentals, historic performance v. UST, and high relative coupon will likely lead to
the asset class remaining favored among fixed income investors.

Technicals Neutral / Neutral
Continued inflows for Loans and bonds, primary issuance lower than average; broad
preference for spread credit across the spectrum.  Loans likely to attract continued flows given
UST rally YTD v. 2014 expectations.

Trades/Positioning

• Yield +40bps and Spread +20bps v benchmark, rating  even on
average, beta 1.2x; duration 4.4 v. 4.1 benchmark

• High Yield rallied to 360 OAS before selling off to 381 OAS due
to UST and EM volatility

• Remain underweight BB due to relatively longer duration; Still
overweight credit risk/underweight duration risk

• Continued inflows to Loans & Bonds during the month; ETFs
seeing flow volatility

• Primary issuance continues to focus on refinancing (77% of
proceeds YTD) creating tight supply conditions

• T+400 target appears a suitable spread target fundamentally;
however, spreads likely to tighten significantly through that level
given default rates, fixed income alternatives, & past history
(1994-1997, 1999-2000, 2003-2006); currently targeting 350
OAS YE 2014

• Markets remarkably calm given Ukraine situation

Recommendation:  Maintain Overweight through Q1 2014, plan
to scale weight back or favor loans v. bonds going forwardFocus on Refinancing has Limited Net New Issuance in Feb and Mar

Source: JP Morgan as of 18 March 2014.
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Risk Warning: All investments involve risk, including possible loss of principal.  Past
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cancellation may be very high (including total loss of investment), as the value of such an
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or completeness.
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Introducing Vaquero

 Investment Manager based in San Antonio, TX, founded in 2006

 Affiliate of Atlantic Asset Management, L.LC. based in Stamford, CT, founded in 1992

 Manage Hedged, Long-Only and Customized strategies focused on EM Fixed Income

 Focused on the full spectrum of the Emerging Market Credit Universe

► EM “credit” includes: hard currency bonds, bank loans, local currency debt, special situations and distressed

securities from corporate, sovereign and quasi-sovereign issuers

► Emphasis on fast growing and diverse corporate debt rather than over analyzed sovereign debt

► Ability to evaluate the entire capital structure from top to bottom to target best value proposition

 Extensive track record building and managing a wide array of strategies: Hedged, Long and Short-Biased

 Over 40 years of experience in this under-analyzed and fundamentally cheap asset class
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Finding Value Outside of Traditional Fixed Income

 Alternative investment in fixed income offers various options through established indices

► JP Morgan and Bank of America Merrill Lynch indices are the most widely used benchmarks

► Even though EM Corporates are now indexable, indices leave a great deal to be desired

 Securities and strategies that fall outside the indices are often overlooked

► These ‘un-indexable’ names tend to be smaller issues that fall between the cracks

 The importance of corporates is understated

► The market’s mindset is erroneously sovereign-denominated

► Corporate Credit issuance has outpaced sovereign issuance since 2003

► EM Corporate Credit is now the largest portion of the hard currency indexable debt market with 72% of hard currency
debt outstanding, or $1.1 trillion

 A large portion of the Emerging Market Debt Universe falls outside of the index, encompassing names that
offer higher yield and less volatility

► $871 billion or 36% of EM Hard Currency debts falls outside of indices

 The way we view “Alternatives” has to be redefined
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There Are a Lot of Alternatives Within Fixed Income
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Source: BAML, JP Morgan, Barclays. As of 4/1/2014.



Market Capitalization of Fixed Income Alternatives
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Source: BAML, JP Morgan, Barclays. As of 4/1/2014.



Barclays Agg Niche Strategies

 These are alternative niche strategies within the Barclays Agg
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Barclays Agg Fixed Income Alternatives
4/7/2014

Strategy # Issues Coup Mat Px  Spread YTW YTM Dur Cnvxty Amt Out
(MM)

Mkt Val
(MM) FX

U.S. Convertibles: Composite 534 3.485 n/a 89.369 n/a n/a 148.38 n/a n/a 179,422 227,117 USD
U.S. Convertibles: Non-Invest Grade 173 3.864 n/a 90.247 n/a n/a 144.38 n/a n/a 68,893 83,439 USD
U.S. Convertibles: Investment Grade 61 3.901 n/a 95.206 n/a n/a 159.07 n/a n/a 31,209 43,684 USD
Global Convertibles: Composite 859 3.034 n/a 93.274 n/a n/a 134.94 n/a n/a 321,212 386,611 USD
EM Local Govt-GDP Weighted by Country 424 6.025 6.6 97.460 n/a 7.34 7.34 4.55 0.40 1,636,331 1,622,209 USD
Municipal Bond: High Yield 3,415 5.593 19.7 54.287 n/a 6.86 n/a 10.12 (0.75) n/a 85,010 USD
High Yield 144A 788 7.353 6.5 104.726 424 5.48 6.30 4.04 (0.20) 432,254 460,257 USD
Global High Yield 3,200 7.047 6.4 103.139 n/a 5.34 6.05 4.00 (0.01) 2,031,690 2,134,029 USD
EM: International: Corporate 510 5.707 6.8 100.794 n/a 5.26 5.36 4.79 0.39 381,429 390,000 USD
EM USD Aggregate 1,260 5.809 9.2 102.910 n/a 5.04 5.08 5.86 0.63 1,289,495 1,345,149 USD
EM Hard Currency Aggregate 1,411 5.611 8.9 103.050 n/a 4.74 4.77 5.78 0.62 1,503,647 1,571,693 USD
Barclays Offshore Renminbi (CNH) Index 113 3.831 2.9 99.253 37 4.02 4.02 2.65 0.12 195,042 195,556 CNH
144-A: Investment Grade 1,361 4.547 8.2 105.330 162 3.36 3.38 5.67 0.62 1,157,669 1,232,012 USD
Global Credit - Corporate 11,409 4.899 8.0 107.058 n/a 3.18 3.36 5.67 0.56 8,593,774 9,323,661 USD
U.S. Securitized: MBS, ABS, and CMBS 1,774 3.884 7.3 104.105 85 2.96 2.96 5.34 (1.42) 5,070,270 5,281,900 USD
U.S. Corporate High Yield FRN 6 2.972 15.8 96.500 142 2.89 2.92 (0.25) (0.08) 2,164 2,096 USD
Eurodollar 4,894 3.945 8.3 105.566 105 2.77 2.78 5.88 0.66 4,864,009 5,179,947 USD
CMBS Invest. Grade: Private Placement 165 4.500 5.1 106.962 106 2.74 2.74 4.42 (0.01) 20,591 22,042 USD
Municipal Bond 45,934 4.853 13.5 104.388 n/a 2.67 n/a 7.69 (1.17) n/a 1,289,089 USD
EM: Floating Rate 17 1.799 3.2 100.481 n/a 2.52 2.52 0.07 0.00 13,200 13,295 USD
Investment Grade CMBS 1,392 4.836 3.9 105.879 95 2.18 2.18 3.44 (0.36) 298,091 315,944 USD
CMBS Invest. Grade: Commercial Whole Loan 1,392 4.836 3.9 105.879 95 2.18 2.18 3.44 (0.36) 298,091 315,944 USD
ABS Credit Card 39 2.199 3.3 102.429 49 1.27 1.27 2.87 (0.61) 34,090 35,001 USD
Global Covered Bond Index 968 3.210 4.8 107.079 59 1.26 1.26 4.32 0.31 1,457,801 1,582,579 USD
ABS Auto 261 1.164 2.0 100.305 58 0.99 0.99 1.82 (0.94) 40,282 40,428 USD

Source: Barclays



Indexable vs. Un-Indexable Securities

 Traditional asset classes focus on indexable securities

 However, there is a large market of securities and strategies that fall outside of the indices
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Indexable
• Fit Within Standardized Investment Parameters

• Larger Issues

• Liquidly Traded

• Well-Supported by Underwriters

• Popular and Highly Sought After

• Low Yielding

• Easily Investable at Retail

• Standardized Structures

• Over-Analyzed, but Often Not Rigorously So

• Narrow Bid-Offer Spreads

• High Volume Business

• Ongoing Access to Markets

• Longer Dated

Un-Indexable
• Do Not Fit Within Standardized Parameters
• Smaller Issues
• Require Greater Diligence and Specialization to

Analyze
• Orphaned
• Story Credits that Fall Between the Cracks
• High Yielding
• Sophisticated Investors Only
• Amortizing / Atypical Structures
• Under-Analyzed
• Wider Bid-Offer Spreads
• Low Trading Volume
• Windows of Market Access
• Private Placements
• Tend to be Short-Dated



“Alternative” versus “Traditional”

 “Alternatives” abound, but it is a poorly defined term

► Can include hedged products, but may merely mean an emphasis on a niche or specialized area

 Too often “alternatives” are carved out as a separate asset class unto themselves

 We advocate distinguishing between “traditional” and “alternative” strategies in a given asset class

 The question then becomes: How much do I want to allocate to a traditional manager and how much to an
alternative manager within Fixed Income where:

► The Barclays Aggregate yields 2.43% with a duration of 5.70

► The BAML US HY yields 5.30% with a duration of 3.61

► The BAML EMCB HY yields 7.87% with a duration of 4.22

 As more investors are pushed into “traditional” strategies, bubbles can form

 We have created a duration trap which has traditional fixed income strategies in the crosshairs

 Given the low yields available in the fixed income space, it would seem that Alternative Strategies today
would be relatively attractive
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Alternatives Within Fixed Income

 In the Alternative space, specialization, better research, broader markets and a wider array of tools available
to a manager can create excess returns

 Within each of these asset classes there are both Alternative Niche and Alternative Hedged Strategies

 Among niche strategies managers for Bank Loans, Middle Market High Yield, Private Placements, EM
Corporates, Mezzanine, Trade Finance and Distressed can add significant value to a Fixed Income Allocation

 The chief caveat is liquidity both with the manager (how often you can come and go) and with the asset class
(how practical is it for the manager to come and go given the assets he buys)

 An investor must decide:

► Am I a long-term investor or do I need to market time

► Am I being adequately compensated for the less liquid, alternative nature of this niche

▬ Nickels in front of a steam roller

▬ Dollars flying off a dump truck

► What does illiquidity mean in a changing world

▬ Thinly capitalized dealer desks

▬ Concentration in mega managers
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EM as a Microcosm

 EM has a broad spectrum of investable areas spanning the asset class

 While sovereign debt and equity are readily indexable, the balance of the asset class is difficult to index or
unindexable

 Vaquero places particular emphasis on the areas of the EM fixed income universe that have consistently
presented the greatest opportunities

 We believe that this is an underpenetrated market, that is often tangential to broader strategies or an
“alternative” within the broader EM asset class

 Interestingly, in EM the alternative segment is actually larger than the traditional
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Corporate Bonds – The Largest and Fastest Growing
Segment of the Emerging Market Asset Class

 Corporate issuance has outpaced Sovereign issuance since 2003
 2013 saw 429 corporate issuers place US$323 bn and 40 sovereign issuers place US$85 bn in new bonds
 High number of issuers in the corporate sector is overwhelming the analytical capacity of the buy side
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The Importance of Corporates is Understated

 2006 marked a turning point in the Indexable EM Debt Universe, as Corporates became the larger share of
market capitalization

 As of December 2013, corporates represented 72%, or $1,106 billion of the total indexable debt

 Despite the size and the wider range of opportunities available in the EM Corporate sector, the market’s
mindset is stuck in the past and erroneously sovereign-denominated
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EM Corporates are Marginally Indexable

 EM Corporate Indices were created recently, but were back-filled, giving these a heightened perception of
indexability

 Largest EM Corporate ETF’s have limited market capitalization

► SPDR BAML EM Corp Bond ETF (EMCD US Equity) launched 06/19/12, Mkt Cap of US$17.6 million

► iShares EM Corporate Bond ETF (CEMB US Equity) launched 04/19/12, Mkt Cap of US$24.9 million

► WisdomTree EM Corporate Bond Fund ETF (EMCB US Equity) launched 03/08/12, Mkt Cap of US$104.9 million

 These three ETF’s in the EM Corp Bond space total US$147.4 million of a US$1.1 trillion asset class, or 0.01%
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Source: Bloomberg, JP Morgan, BAML, Credit Suisse

Index Launch Date Inception Date

JPM CEMBI Dec-07 Dec-01

CS EMCI Oct-07 Nov-01

BAML EMCL Feb-11 Dec-03

BAML EMCB Feb-11 Dec-98



The “Un-indexable” Opportunity

 Of the total universe of hard currency debt in EM, only a portion is “indexable”
► Overall, of $2.4 trillion in hard currency EM debt outstanding, only $1.5 trillion or 64% is indexable

▬ Within the corporate market, $583 billion or 35% of debt is currently un-indexable

▬ Within the sovereign market, $288 billion or 40% of debt is currently un-indexable

 $871 billion fall out of the index, encompassing names that offer higher yield and less volatility
► This portion of the asset class is an under analyzed segment of an under analyzed market
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Capitalizing on the “Un-indexable” Opportunity

 The opportunity in the un-indexable portion of the market is huge!

 Names that fall outside the index offer higher yields than comparable EM Corporate Indices

 Single B names offer the most yield pickup and are compellingly cheap
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End Notes

1. We define the indexable Sovereign Debt universe as the EMBI (1990-1992), EMBI+ (1993-1997) and the sovereign
component of the EMBIG after 1998. For the indexable Corporate Debt universe we use the BAML EMCB, the most
comprehensive EM hard currency corporate index, from its inception in 1998 and estimates based on BIS and EMTA
data prior to 1998.
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